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NEW

Elegant, light and sophisticated: Neil Leather 
Chair and Stool is the natural evolution of Neil, 
the icon of essential style created in 2018 by 
Jean Marie Massaud. 
The concept for this chair borrows some 
aspects of the classic form and “historical” 
characteristics of the Bauhaus period: very 
simple tubular frames with seat and backrest 
in taut saddle-hide.

The exquisitely crafted saddle-hide upholstery, 
100% made in Italy, is a symbol of the 
quality and exceptional competence of our 
manufacturing sector. This product is hand 
made with the same level of care as is used 
for leather handbags.

Design and traditional craftsmanship combine 
in this product, which can be used in different 
settings, from the most classic to the most 
modern and contemporary.

Structure 
The load-bearing structure of the seat and 
backrest is made in steel wire and available in 
a glossy galvanic finish in black chrome.

Upholstery 
The thick full grain saddle-hide is simply 
stretched taut between the parts of the 
structure and guarantees unexpected comfort 
even though it has a simple, definite form. 
The product is made completely by hand, 
entirely in Italy, a guarantee of high quality 
craftsmanship and great attention to detail: 
seams in heavy duty thread, dyed edges, and 
pressed areas on the leather surface form 
raised decorations that emphasise the tension 
and pattern.
The saddle-hide upholstery is available in the 
following colour variants: Black (02), Dark Grey 
(03), Natural (26) and Turtledove (29).

Note
The saddle-hide upholstery is not removable. 
This product is only destined for indoor use. 

Attention
The upholstery is in totally natural, prime 
quality full grain saddle-hide. It is very 
sensitive: be careful of liquids or other 
substances that could alter the colour of the 
leather, and also of metallic or sharp parts that 
could leave marks on the surface.

Use and maintenance:
- Only use specific leather cleaners.
- Avoid direct exposure to sunlight and 

sources of heat.
- Avoid contact between light and dark 

colours, and between different materials.
- Dust with a soft dry cloth.

Technical specs
Composition: vegetable tanned bovine 
saddle-hide
thickness: 2.4/2.6 mm
weight: 2.000 gr/sqm
fire resistance: 1IM, UNI 8456 (1987),  
UNI 9174 (1987), UNI 9174/A1 (1996),  
UNI 9177 (1987)

SADDLE-HIDE

R900 = Colour 02 Black

R903 = Colour 03 Dark grey

R904 = Colour 26 Natural

R906 = Colour 29 Turtledove

FRAME FINISHES

S054 = black chrome

New version: Neil Leather Stool

FINISHES

FIND OUT MORE
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